
Remote Working Security Assessment
There are a variety of technical solutions on the 
market allowing remote workers to access 
corporate resources from any location. These 
include site-to-site and client-based virtual 
private networks (VPNs), remote email access 
portals, and document shares to name just a 
few. 

They allow business as usual activities to 
continue when employees cannot work from the 
office. However, with so many different solutions 
and possible configurations, there is the risk of 
a software or configuration issue introducing a 
vulnerability that could be exploited by a 
remote attacker.

Pentest People have built a Remote Working 
Security Assessment service that is tailored 
around the unique needs of each client so 
you can be assured that you are not opening 
up your corporate network to further risks.

Remote
Working
Assessment >>

What Are the Risks of Remote Working?
If an attacker identifies an exploitable 
vulnerability in your remote working solution, 
they may be able to access corporate data such 
as documents and emails.

If your solution provides remote access to the 
office local network, then the attacker could 
gain a foothold from which to attack internal 
servers, workstations, and infrastructure devices.

How Can We Help?
Pentest People will use industry-leading techniques 
to assess the security of your remote working solution 
following a defence in depth approach, identifying the 
available public facing attack surface, authentication 
control weaknesses, segmentation issues, and any 
configuration vulnerabilities that could allow a user to 
escalate privileges.

The results of the assessment are uploaded to your 
SecurePortal account, as part of the Pentest People's 
Penetration Testing as a Service (PTaaS) offering.



All Services Use Our
Innovative SecurePortal 
SecurePortal is a live security platform designed 
to improve the way you view and manage
your Penetration Test results.

Helping you Manage 
your Vulnerabilities

Until now, the traditional 
deliverable from a Penetration 
Test engagement has been a 
lengthy report. This is usually 
provided in a PDF file format 
and can run into the hundreds 
of pages.

Pentest People have developed 
a solution to this issue where you 
interact with your vulnerabilities 
within the SecurePortal. This allows 
you to quickly search for 
vulnerabilities rather than scanning 
through a lengthy document.

Introducing SecurePortal

SecurePortal is a key component of Penetration Testing as 
a Service and provides customers of Pentest People with 
a live platform of engagement and also helps you manage 
the current security posture of your organisation based on 
the information gathered from our Penetration Testing 
services.

Eases the administrative burden of planning 
a Penetration Testing engagement

Provides digital access to your report

Tracks the state of your vulnerabilities automatically

Alerts you when new threats are relevant

Provides a simple way to filter your report data

Helping you Engage 
with Pentest People

Customers are introduced to 
SecurePortal early in the sales 
process and all sales proposals 
are accessed and downloaded 
securely through the SecurePortal.

Once the agreement to proceed 
has been made, all of the project 
management tasks associated 
with our various Penetration 
Testing services are performed 
on the SecurePortal using various 
secure web-based forms rather 
than relying on the unsecured 
emailing of various documents.

Live Vulnerability Dashboard

SecurePortal provides a single 
dashboard view of all of the 
vulnerabilities across your 
infrastructure.

Receive overview and trend data 
of all of the current security 
issues you face in your 
organisation. 

Receive useful trend information 
such as the top vulnerable hosts, 
and the most common 
vulnerabilities that have been 
identified within your corporate 
network.

The SecurePortal offers our clients a multitude of features


